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7  Q U E S T I O N S

While the author may claim to record the story verbatim from the oral
storytellers, there are times when their own biases and perspectives
permeate the work. For example, when Snorri Sturluson wrote
down/compiled the contents of the Prose Edda (lore from Nordic pagan
times), he was doing so as a Christian. His surrounding influences had an
impact on the material. In the case of Danish fairy tale author Hans Christian
Andersen*, his life experiences show up in the sadness and tragic endings of
many of his characters, even those taken from older stories.

*Episode #3 of the podcast tells the life story of Hans Christian Andersen. 

WHO WROTE THIS DOWN?

Stories don't develop in a vacuum; they result from the world in which they
are created. Sometimes they directly reflect the times and society, and other
times they embody the wishes and fantasies of a people. And sometimes,
they serve as warnings or pure entertainment. We cannot always know the
true reason behind stories, but scholars do make educated assumptions for
us. However, if you're not academic, it's helpful to know the historical
context of when the story was written. 

For example, Hans Christian Andersen wrote his stories during a time in
Danish history when things were shifting. The country was shrinking
territory, and social changes were prevalent. In Iceland, when Jón Arnason
was collecting folktales from around Iceland, movements were flourishing
to promote Icelandic independence from Denmark. Jón was also heavily
inspired by the Grimm Brothers and their work, which undoubtedly
influenced how Jón collected tales. 

WHAT WAS THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT?
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Academic Folklorists have mapped out the common story structures and
plotlines that exist between world cultures and their stories. While the
average person doesn't need all the codes for common motifs or the
categories that exist, you can be aware of how stories are not always unique
from one country to another. 

When you think about how much the world has changed over the past 200,
500, or more years ago, it's easy to understand how stories have changed.
It's possible to imagine why a story from Iceland also exists in Scotland and
Germany. Borders do not contain people or ideas. Once you imagine the
movement of people through vast trade networks, it is easy to understand
how they might have exchanged stories and ideas as easily as they traded
raw goods, metals, and animals. 

ARE THERE OTHER SIMILAR VERSIONS
FROM OTHER PLACES

Knowing what society was like at the time that a story was recorded will
inform some of the story's structure. How women are portrayed in folk and
fairy tales is not always palatable to modern perspectives. This alone is why
it is essential to acknowledge what the contemporary social attitudes were
when these stories were recorded. But that doesn't mean we must accept
them. 

Language, attitudes, and beliefs shift over time, and folk and fairy tales were
not met to be set in stone. On the contrary, it's wonderful when
contemporary writers reimagine the old stories for modern audiences. It's
not useful to go around canceling old stories simply for being written
hundreds of years ago. But we can acknowledge that they're outdated, take
the grain of inspiration from them, and move on. 

WHAT WERE THE SOCIETAL ATTITUDES AT
THE TIME OF WRITING?
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Some stories are clearly inspired by contemporary events, such as extended
cold weather, famine, or a volcanic eruption. This can lead to stories
emerging about ice creatures, witches who eat children, or even fire-
breathing dragons. While world events cannot explain all folk and fairy tales
because we can't always guess when a story was first told, it's always
interesting to know what was happening when these stories were popular
or written down. 

WHAT CONTEMPORARY EVENTS MIGHT
HAVE INFLUENCED A STORY?

The natural environment inspired and shaped many exciting stories from
folklore. Norway and Iceland have tales full of trolls that dwell in steep
mountain passes, hide away in caves, and turn to stone in sunlight, forming
grotesque rock formations. In coastal places where the sea is the source of
livelihood and sustenance, there are tales of water creatures that come
ashore on the summer solstice or lure sailors and fishermen to their deaths.
In places where treacherous fresh waters exist, there are tales of water
spirits that lure children and adults to their demise. In a time before
electricity and the comforts brought by the industrial revolution, people
around the globe were far more connected to their natural environments,
and the stories reflect this. 

WHAT ARE THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS
OF THE REGION OF ORIGIN?
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Not all folk and fairy tales reflect the realities of life. Many of them are
fantasy worlds with talking animals, shape-shifting humans, and magical
powers. Certain elements of the stories reflect the hope for a better world
where any ordinary person could prosper, regardless of their status in
society. Hans Christian Andersen grew up in poverty and endured many
challenges in life, and it is evident in most of his tales. 

WHAT WERE THE SOCIOECONOMIC
CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF WRITING?

Knowing your own genealogy puts history and folktales into a richer
context. It allows you to connect directly to the stories imagining your fore-
parents listening to these tales at bedtime or in the dead of winter for
entertainment. Learning about the past helps us understand the world
around us, and understanding our family's past helps us understand
ourselves a bit better. 

*BONUS* 
KNOW YOUR GENEALOGY 

Have other questions to add to this list? 
Come let me know over on Instagram: @folkloreforum

or send me an email: thefolkloreforum@gmail.com


